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Local Warming by MIT: at Biennale the future of climate
control.
Local Warming, a project by MIT Senseable City Lab, offers a new vision of architectural
climate control; it will be presented at 14th Biennale di Venezia and will be one of the key
installations, filling a room at the main Central Pavilion of the Giardini named “Elements of
Architecture” by Rem Koolhaas.
“Today, a staggering amount of energy is wasted on heating empty offices, homes and partially occupied
buildings. – explains Carlo Ratti, director of the project Local Warming addresses this asymmetry by
synchronizing human presence with climate control”.
An array of responsive infrared heating elements is guided by sophisticated motion tracking, creating a
personal climate for each occupant. Intelligent thermostats synch with smartphones and detect use
patterns, to better control temperature over time. Individual thermal ‘clouds’ follow people through space,
ensuring ubiquitous comfort while improving overall energy efficiency by orders of magnitude.
The project will be an installation of 90 infrared lenses, integrated motion tracking and digital control
systems, hanging in a grid near the ceiling of the room. As the visitor enters the space and picks up a
symbolic object tag, Local Warming will sense his presence and focus the lenses to cast heat directly onto
him. Warmth will follow as he moves throughout the space, and even allow sharing heat with others. Local
Warming accommodates preferences in comfort – the system learns from individualized user interactions and
tailors heat accordingly.
Local Warming will present a captivating, tangible and social experience as participants engage with
their climate directly, and the impact of new technologies – within both daily life and on the collective
urban scale – will be brought to light through visualizing a new paradigm of sustainable, localized and personal
climate control.
A new paradigm of local warming could spark vibrant encounters as people share their personal climates.
The radical inversion of the hearth is complete: man no longer seeks heat, heat seeks man.
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